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Abstract

Nuclear emergency response decision theory and
practice mainly have focused on interventions during
and after a radiological release. The decision process
in case of a threat received far less attention. In par-
ticular, the ability to defer the intervention decision
till additional information is obtained has not explic-
itly been dealt with so far. Furthermore, previous
research concentrated on interventions in residential
and agricultural areas, whereas the far-reaching
implications of interventions in industrial areas with
a concentration of chemical and petrochemical plants
have been studied hardly. This work has contributed
to filling up this dual hiatus, dealing with the precau-
tionary evacuation of an industrial facility's work-
force threatened by a radiological release from a
nuclear power plant nearby.

The problem studied is a risk neutral governmental
decision to shutdown a plant, seeking to minimise
cost and taking into account the following parame-
ters: shutdown-mode of the plant; magnitude of loss-
es and staff; irreversibility of the decision; potential
to defer till further information is available; health
cost if a release occurs before the decision is made.
The theoretic framework is options theory: the abili-
ty to delay an irreversible decision holds an option to
adjust the decision and its timing depending on the
subsequent information. Dynamic programming and
real options theories have been compared. A simple
two-period decision model, comparing the myopic
(without options theory) and the options approaches
has been studied in detail. Further continuous time
models for companies having only one shutdown
mode have been solved analytically. Evacuation is
deferred longer in case the severity of the potential
release is very uncertain, evacuation is expensive or
requires a considerable amount of time to be carried
into effect. Attaching higher monetary values to pos-
sible health effects or more workers being present at
the industrial facility result in earlier evacuation
decisions. The influence of the probability of a

release actually taking place and of the discount rate
is ambiguous, and their effect depends on the other
parameter values. Numerical models also were
developed, allowing more realistic hypotheses for
the decision problem (more shutdown modes, opti-
mal time of shutdown, finite threat etc.). These lead
to similar conclusions. However, the importance of
taking into account option characteristics was found
to decrease, as the time required to complete a shut-
down increases.

Empirical results have been obtained from inter-
views with the prevention advisors from 9 industrial
companies near Antwerp. They revealed two shut-
down modes: a very fast emergency stop (yielding
higher costs, and a non-zero but moderate environ-
mental risk) versus a slower one, which is complete-
ly safe and has lower costs. These findings, and the
real data, were introduced into the theoretic model
described above. Calculations were performed for
nine release scenario's from the WASH-1400 study
(varying in severity and duration of the releases). It
was shown that sub-optimal decisions might occur
neglecting the options value of waiting for further
information. This is very clear for intermediate val-
ues of the estimated severity of the threat and is
increasing with uncertainty with respect to the evolu-
tion of this severity.

The most relevant management guidance originating
from this work can be summarised as follows:

El There is a need for a more efficient communica-
tion scheme;

S The economic impact of a crisis is such that a spe-
cial cell dealing with the special needs of the
industry is recommended;

i.; All necessary data should be collected and man-
aged using a Management Information System;

S3 The non-radiological hazards also have to be
taken into account in the decision making
process.
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